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61Which of the following reports are delivered under oath to a board of directors/managers/panel of jury? A.    Written informal

ReportB.    Verbal Formal ReportC.    Written Formal ReportD.    Verbal Informal ReportAnswer: B QUESTION 62You should

always work with original evidence A.    TrueB.    False Answer: B QUESTION 63How do you define forensic computing? A.    It

is the science of capturing, processing, and investigating data security incidents and making it acceptable to a court of law.B.    It is a

methodology of guidelines that deals with the process of cyber investigationC.    It Is a preliminary and mandatory course necessary

to pursue and understand fundamental principles of ethical hackingD.    It is the administrative and legal proceeding in the process of

forensic investigation Answer: A QUESTION 64Which of the following steganography types hides the secret message in a

specifically designed pattern on the document that is unclear to the average reader? A.    Open code steganographyB.    Visual

semagrams steganographyC.    Text semagrams steganographyD.    Technical steganography Answer: A QUESTION 65What is the

first step that needs to be carried out to crack the password? A.    A word list is created using a dictionary generator program or

dictionariesB.    The list of dictionary words is hashed or encryptedC.    The hashed wordlist is compared against the target hashed

password, generally one word at a timeD.    If it matches, that password has been cracked and the password cracker displays the

unencrypted version of the password Answer: A QUESTION 66During first responder procedure you should follow all laws while

collecting the evidence, and contact a computer forensic examiner as soon as possible A.    TrueB.    False Answer: A QUESTION

67Buffer Overflow occurs when an application writes more data to a block of memory, or buffer, than the buffer is allocated to hold.

Buffer overflow attacks allow an attacker to modify the _______________in order to control the process execution, crash the

process and modify internal variables. A.    Target process's address spaceB.    Target remote accessC.    Target rainbow tableD.   

Target SAM file Answer: A QUESTION 68Damaged portions of a disk on which no read/Write operation can be performed is

known as ______________. A.    Lost sectorB.    Bad sectorC.    Empty sectorD.    Unused sector Answer: B QUESTION 69Which

of the following network attacks refers to sending huge volumes of email to an address in an attempt to overflow the mailbox, or

overwhelm the server where the email address is hosted, to cause a denial-of-service attack? A.    Email spammingB.    Mail

bombingC.    PhishingD.    Email spoofing Answer: B QUESTION 70Web applications provide an Interface between end users and

web servers through a set of web pages that are generated at the server-end or contain script code to be executed dynamically within

the client Web browser. A.    TrueB.    False Answer: A 312-49v9 dumps full version (PDF&VCE): 
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